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Starter Packs for bioDOT with free electroDOT
Recharge your battery

Phi harmonics, producers of the energyDOTs™ range, launched three Phi Starter Packs bioband™, bioclip™, and biotag™. Each pack contains a bioDOT which is programmed
with an energising and uplifting ‘energy signature’. Every pack also has a free electroDOT
which retunes emissions from mobile phones, computers and tablets.
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We live in a world of electro-pollution. Invisible electromagnetic emissions from electricity,
electronics and wireless technology surround us day and night. This creates
Each starter pack contains a bioDOT and is designed to be worn all of the time. Power comes
from the bioDOT radiating the phi energy signature known as phi technology which retunes
and revives the human energy field. Literally, it recharges your battery.
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EMF’s electromagnetic frequencies are all around us, generated by Wi-Fi, mobile phones,
cordless phones and of course computers.
Research studies have shown that prolonged
exposure to these unnatural frequencies can have adverse effects on our health with children
and teenagers being more vulnerable.
In May 2011 The Council of Europe seriously
questioned the safety of EMF emissions stating that precautions are needed to avoid similar
social tragedies such as those surrounding asbestos, tobacco and unleaded petrol.
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The bioDOT is programmed with powerful resonant Phi Technology®. The natural frequencies
used in this programming harmonise your own energy field and they remind your energy
field of its optimal functioning state making it more coherent and resilient. bioDOT users
report more energy, greater concentration, better sleep, fewer headaches, a sense of calm
and less stress.
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ENDS:

Note to Editors:
bioBAND £29.00 available in 3 colours and 3 sizes from Phi Harmonics www.energydots.co.uk
bioCLIP £29.00 available in 4 colours bioTAG £29.00 available in 4 colours
01803 782008
Follow Phi on Twitter @Phi_energydots and Facebook phienergydots
For more information or high resolution images please contact Nick Butler at Practical Media Services.
01892 667314 nickbutler@practicalmediaservices.com
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